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The past few months have been a whirlwind for 
everyone. It’s been a time of excitement and 
anticipation about the future, mixed with uncertainty 
and apprehension. I understand.  

I want to thank each of you for your patience during 
our transition to UT Health East Texas. I also ask 
that you continue to be patient with the process and 
trust positive intent, but speak up if we are missing 
something.  As we move forward, it is my intent to 
share as much information as possible with you. As 
the saying goes, “Knowledge is power.” I want you 
to be knowledgeable about what is happening in the 
organization, where we are headed, so that you feel 
empowered to help us reach our goals. It will take 
everyone fulfilling his or her role for us to be 
successful. 

We can start by working to fulfill our organizational 
purpose, which is “We care for people – our patients, 
their families and each other.”  

First and foremost, “we care for people.” When we 
care for people we feel interest or concern for them; 
we like them; or we serve them. For us, care needs to 
encompass all of these meanings. We need to be 
compassionate toward and empathize with those we 
encounter throughout the day. We need to seek to 
make personal connections with them. We need to 
serve them by providing “care” that is of the highest 
quality. 

Our care must extend beyond our patients. While they 
are our top priority from a clinical perspective, when 
we care for everyone we encounter, we create an 
atmosphere or culture of caring – where everyone feels 
important. Everyone feels valued. Everyone feels 
loved. Why? Because they genuinely are important, 
valued and loved. 

Is it always easy to care for people? No. Sometimes, 
people are demanding. Sometimes, people don’t 
understand. Sometimes, people are unkind or any 
number of unlikeable traits. A natural reaction to such 
behavior may be to return it in kind. But, I challenge 
and trust every one of us to choose to care.  

Choosing to care takes conscious effort. We have to 
think before we speak or act. We have to put ourselves 
in the place of the difficult patient or family member 
or coworker. If we dig a little deeper, we may find 
they are hurting in some way. By caring and acting in 
kindness, we may be the balm that soothes their hurt. 
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Making the rounds
Moody Chisholm, President & CEO          @MoodyChis

I spend more time than I’d like to sitting behind 
a desk and in meetings, so I greatly enjoy it when 
I can get out from behind that desk and into our 
hospitals and clinics, where the really meaningful 
work is taking place on a daily basis. One of the most 
enjoyable and productive ways I get to spend time 

out of the office is through senior leader rounding. 

Ardent President and CEO David Vandewater explained senior leader rounding 
in the first episode of the Ardent Service Excellence podcast.

“Senior leader rounding is our opportunity to reconnect with leaders and 
staff and demonstrate our devotion to service excellence,” he said. “Trust and 
relationships are at the core of our culture and senior leader rounding is our 
chance not just to share information, but to hear directly from the leaders, staff 
and physicians. We really want to learn what is working well with service 
excellence, what barriers are our employees encountering and how can we 
support our employees to achieve service excellence. Senior leader rounding 
with purpose accomplishes just that.”

Although there is still value in just getting out to meet and greet staff and 
observe what they are dealing with, we can add value to rounding by preparing 
in advance whenever possible. The prepared rounds are more purpose-driven. 
We go in prepared and we discuss several key topics: recent successes and 
wins, current patient experience, recognition of caregivers and challenges 
facing the department. We then take time to listen to questions and concerns. 
This model for rounding produces meaningful dialogue and discussion.

With basically 16 entities and 10 hospitals, it’s difficult for me to get to every 
department and every location. However, over time I think I’ve gotten to just 

about every department and every location, including all of our clinics. 
It helps me to stay connected because I feel much more in touch with our 
caregivers and our patients when I’m out rounding. Also, I almost always see 
something or learn something when I’m rounding that I can help improve. 
Whether I am observing something myself and think, “We have to do better 
with that,” or it’s the staff telling me, “Hey, we need help with a particular 
issue,” there’s something positive that comes out of it every time I round.

I also learn a great deal from rounding. In fact, when I was rounding in surgery 
at the Tyler hospital last month, Dr. David Young was nice enough to invite me 
to completely scrub in on a case and taught me exactly how to clean my hands 
and put on a gown without touching anything.  That may sound simple, but 
ensuring complete cleanliness and no cross contamination is serious business 
and there is an art to getting gowned up without touching anything.

But perhaps the most important thing I take away from rounding is the 
connection with you, our caregivers. I get to hear from you directly and I get to 
recognize the critical work you’re doing in our hospitals and clinics on a daily 
basis. I see how hard everyone is working and the care and dedication that is 
abundant throughout this organization.  

Rounding and seeing our caregivers at work always reminds me of one of 
my favorite quotes I wrote down years ago: Work is glorious, but hard. It is a 
burning joy and strength, and yet it is also blood, sweat and tears, humbling 
defeats and exhausting victories.

So thank you to all of our caregivers for the glorious and hard work you
are doing.

Annual Employee Engagement 
Survey kicks off today!

We remain focused on our purpose of caring for people – our patients, their families and
one another. Your feedback regarding working in our hospitals and clinics is important

as we support a purpose-driven culture. 

On Monday, Sept. 9, you will receive an email from noreply@surveys.pressganey.com
with a link to the survey. It will take less than 15 minutes to complete and is confidential.  

With your feedback, we will work together to create and execute action plans to make
UT Health East Texas a great place to work.

Questions? Please email hdesk@pressganey.com. 

Please be sure to check your email Sept. 9 to get the link to this important survey.
If you need assistance with your password or have any other questions about

checking your email, please contact the HUB. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vTyXEexynE
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Connect to Purpose
Connect to Purpose stories are examples of how our caregivers go above and beyond to show they care. 

The following was submitted by Sheila Browning, LVN.

In the news
Dietitian Natalie Roberts was 
interviewed by KYTX for two stories, 
one about food preparation safety and 
one about soda and artificial sweeteners.

Dr. Andrew Quiroz was interviewed 
by both KYTX and KETK at the UT 
Health East Texas Rehabilitation Center’s 
Pritikin ICR celebration reception.

We have a PA named David DeWalch who 
works in the ortho clinic at Olympic Plaza. 
We saw a young boy recently who had a tib/
fib fracture who needed a cast on this leg 
and during the conversation of what color he 
wanted his cast to be, the young boy added 
that he also wanted glitter. Unfortunately, we 
did not have glitter available for casting, but 
David promised the young boy that he would 

personally make sure we have glitter in our cast rooms starting the next day he 
had clinic. 

David did as promised and went to a local craft store, bought two different 
types of glitter and made sure that our cast tech, Nathan Merida, was aware 
of what it was to be used for. We had no idea if the glitter would stick to the 
casting material, but David was sure going to have Nathan try!

Today a young girl came in and needed a cast and was very shy and just really 
didn’t want to interact with David much during her visit. David instructed 
her that not only did she get to pick her cast color, she also could have glitter 
if she wanted. The young girl’s eyes got really big and her face lit up like a 
Christmas tree and the biggest smile ever showed up on her face! We made 
sure to tell her to come find us when her new “glitter cast” was completed so 
we could see it. She came out of the cast room with a camo cast covered in 
glitter, the first recipient of the “Glitter Cast” which David decided to name 
his invention. The young lady was quite pleased and it made a scary situation 
much less traumatic on the young pediatric patient. The staff at ortho made 
sure she knew how special she was and that she was the first person to receive 
the special glitter cast. 

A few hours later, the same child that had actually requested the glitter came 
in and needed a new cast. He also was quiet and scared and apprehensive, as 
most pediatric patients are when facing fracture care. We remembered him 
and told the young boy that we had gotten the glitter that he requested and his 
face lit up and we received a sweet little smile as our reward. We went on and 
on about him being the inventor of the glitter cast and how other patients thus 
far loved it. He returned from the casting room with a new blue cast covered 

in glitter and several of the staff stopped him in the hall and admired his new 
glitter cast and made sure that he felt special for his innovative idea. 
David is just a joy to work with. I see this sort of personal interaction between 
David and his patients on a daily basis. Another recent example was when 
he entered a room of two adults and a young girl, David acknowledged the 
young girl as well as the patient and the patient’s caregiver. When David 
exited the room he made sure that he interacted with the young girl again 
and fist-bumped her as he spoke to her and then she “blew it out.” It was 
quite obvious, from the giggles and smiles that this brief interaction was quite 
entertaining to the young girl.

I didn’t think that much about it, although the interaction made me smile as 
well. I returned to the room a few minutes later alone to remove the patient’s 
staples and she said, “That meant so much to my granddaughter that he talked 
to her and acknowledged her when he left. No one ever does that and this 
really meant a lot to her that he did this. It made her day. She is autistic.” I 
just smiled again, completed her incision care and made sure that I told David 
what the family had said. He thanked me for sharing their words with him. 

I have only been charting for David for about two weeks, and every day, I 
am just awed by how he interacts with his patients. He sits directly in front of 
them at their eye level and explains everything in detail in a way that they can 
understand. He uses his own stories and personal experiences to reassure his 
patient that he really does understand what they are going through. He thanks 
them for trusting him and our doctors and mid-levels and tells them that it is 
a true honor that they have. He even touches on the emotional aspect of pain 
and healing with his patients. He is so kind and caring to his patients that 
he brought me to tears twice last week. David, the patient and myself were 
all crying and the patient asked to hug him, which of course he was happy 
to oblige. The other patient had lost an adult child recently and David sat 
and talked with her for quite some time, reaching her on an emotional and 
personal level. 

This is connecting to purpose on a human level. It is rare and it is a true gift. 
I am so proud to be able to work with David and I look forward to each and 
every interaction that he has with his patients. 
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UT Health is first in Texas to 
offer Pritikin ICR

UT Health East Texas Rehabilitation Center on Thursday launched a 
new cardiac rehabilitation program, the first of its kind to be offered 
in East Texas. 

The Pritikin ICR (Intensive Cardiac Rehabilitation) program treats 
patients with cardiovascular disease. UT Health Rehabilitation Center 
is the first location in Texas to offer the Pritikin ICR program, and the 
first in the East Texas region to offer an ICR program.

Along with the 36 exercise sessions offered in a conventional cardiac 
rehabilitation program, the Pritikin ICR program offers 36 additional 
educational sessions focused on nutrition and stress management. The 
three-pronged focus — healthy eating, regular exercise and a healthy 
mind-set — gives the program a more comprehensive approach and 
helps establish healthy lifestyle habits in program participants.

In the community

Getting ready for some football
UT Health Jacksonville donated cookies 

for the Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce 
Pregame Hamburger Supper for Jacksonville 

High School’s first football game at the 
newly remodeled Tomato Bowl.

Employee  app
contest winners

Misty Cotten, a medical assistant, and 
Wanda Prater, LVN, both of whom work 
at the internal medicine clinic, are the latest 
winners in the employee app engagement 
contest. App users were encouraged to 
leave a comment on the “My Team” post 
recognizing a member of your team who 
routinely does awesome things for other 
people. 

Misty’s comment read: “Wanda Prater is an 
amazing team player, always willing to lend 
a helping hand to anyone in need.”

Everyone who recognized a team member 
was entered to win a Fujifilm Instax Mini 9 
Instant Camera, a $50 value. 

If you haven’t downloaded the app, follow 
the instructions below to get the latest UT 
Health news and updates on your smart 
device.There also are helpful links and 
documents, such as the phone directory, at 
your fingertips.

• Download the app in the App Store 
(iPhone) or Google Play (Android).

• When you open it and are prompted 
to enter your account ID, type in your 
employee ID preceded by UT (if your 
employee ID is 665888 you would enter 
UT665888).

• Accept the usage terms and conditions.

• Create a password and type in your email. 

• Start scrolling the news feed and explore 
folders.

EMS/AIR1 wins fundraising 
challenge

Our very own EMS/AIR1 team came in 
first place in fundraising at the Aug. 27 

fundraising event at Chick-fil-A on South 
Broadway in Tyler! Between 5 and 7 p.m., 
10% of proceeds benefited the Children's 
Advocacy Center of Smith County. Local 

first responder "celebrities" were on hand at 
the drive-thru, including EMS/AIR1 CEO 

John Smith and Andy the Ambulance. Here's 
how the fundraising competition stacked up: 

1st - UT Health EMS/AIR1
2nd - Smith County Sheriff's Office

3rd - Tyler Fire Department
4th - Tyler Police Department

Catch of the Week
Catch of the Week is an example of how our caregivers put 
safety first, recognizing that everyone has a responsibility to 
speak up for safety. 
 
At UT Health Quitman, a home medication dose for 
Divalproex was entered incorrectly. The patient provided 
nursing with home medication bottles, but it appeared that the 
medication dose entered into the patient’s chart reflected a 
dose from a previous hospitalization. This was a great catch 
by pharmacy that prevented the patient from receiving a lower 
dose of seizure medication than was intended.
  Send good catches to todaniel@uthet.com

Sports injury clinics
Our free Saturday morning sports injury clinic for student 
athletes kicked off with our orthopedic team on hand to 
provide an initial clinical evaluation and X-ray at no charge. 
The clinics will run from 10 a.m. to noon Saturdays at the 
South Broadway location through Nov. 16.


